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ECOHZ makes PPA decisions for corporates more accessible 
 
ECOHZ accompanies the customer from the opportunity roadmap to the signed off-take agreement. 
Our advisory role is to make the Power Purchase Agreement (PPA) decisions manageable for our 
customers. Since we have a clear and well-defined PPA project process we have the flexibility to 
adapt our knowledge to specific customer requirements or preferences.  
 

Get a PPA tailored to your needs 
There is a variety of PPA models with different degrees of commitment and timespan. We lead you through 
the process of finding the right solution, whether it is a physical or a financial PPA (virtual PPA). We engage 
with all relevant renewable project developers, evaluate the quality, quantify the financials, and identify and 
evaluate risk associated with the different options leading to the agreement structure best suited for you. 

Make impact 
We believe that you should prioritise PPA opportunities that focus on impact. The race to meet the 1.5° goal 

needs to accelerate the building of new renewable projects. Securing cash flow for financing new projects 

serves you with an enhanced sustainability profile, improves your narrative and creates the best possible 

impact. 

Improve the value with professional audit and verification 

The job is not finished when the agreement is signed. Assuring the financial outcome of the PPA agreement 

and correct financial reporting requires expert verification during the entire off-take period. ECOHZ can 

handle invoice validation, provide project performance reporting, manage the Energy Attribute Certificates 

(EACs) and offer general project support.  

Choose an experienced partner 

ECOHZ is an independent advisor with almost 20 years’ experience in cooperating with renewable 

producers and developers globally. More than 50 TWh of annual EAC volume has given ECOHZ unique 

knowledge of the renewable energy market from price optimisation to best practice solutions.  
 

“I am excited that as soon as in 2021, we will be brewing a third of our volume in Central Europe with 100% 

renewable electricity. This is the equivalent of 3 billion beer bottles every year. In Poland, we will thus be able to 

reduce our carbon footprint by 66% compared to 2019. This deal is a significant commitment that not only helps 

us come closer to the Asahi Group ambition of becoming carbon neutral across whole supply chain by 2050, but 

also lays the ground for innogy to invest in a new onshore construction project that will support Poland’s 

transition towards renewable energy.”  Paolo Lanzarotti, CEO Asahi Breweries Europe Group. 

PPA with Asahi & Innogy 2019 

 
“Delivering on our sustainability commitments, like working towards 100% renewable energy across our owned 

and operated facilities worldwide, is just one of the ways we protect the future of sport,” Noel Kinder, Nike Chief 

Sustainability Officer.  

PPA with Nike & Iberdrola 2019           

 

https://www.ecohz.com/
https://online.superoffice.com/cust9860/CS/scripts/customer.fcgi?action=formFrame&formId=F-uBlpqONS
https://www.iberdrola.com/home

